Beanstalks (1)
gridded photograph on panel
49” x 49”

Greg Noblin

Greg Noblin's work is about daydreams and impossibilities. Memories, fantasies, and imagination play a part in these nostalgic photographic illustrations of wonderful new realities. This piece of art is of four pandas climbing up bamboo stalks that seemingly grow from the ground into the endless sky.

Greg Noblin is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $3,800
Starting bid: $2,000

Bath Time (2)
gridded photograph on panel
30” x 30”

Greg Noblin

Greg Noblin's work is about daydreams and impossibilities. Memories, fantasies, and imagination play a part in these nostalgic photographic illustrations of wonderful new realities. This piece of art shows a heron taking a bath with bubbles made out of clouds.

Greg Noblin is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $2,500
Starting bid: $1,500

Chair Ride (3)
gridded photograph on panel
30” x 30”

Greg Noblin

Greg Noblin's work is about daydreams and impossibilities. Memories, fantasies, and imagination play a part in these nostalgic photographic illustrations of wonderful new realities. This piece of art is of a meerkat riding an chair floating off the earth elevated by a bundle of balloons.

Greg Noblin is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $2,500
Starting bid: $1,500
**Human Greatness**
Photopolymer print
20” x 28”

**Jason Kofke**

Jason Kofke's work is an attempt to make sense of the present through a re-exploration of a common history. When outdated things are forgotten, when events occur, Jason surveys human and mechanical variables of change and our culture.

Jason Kofke is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $1,200
Starting bid: $700

---

**Age of International Economy**
Direct gravure
40” x 28”

**Jason Kofke**

Jason Kofke's work is an attempt to make sense of the present through a re-exploration of a common history. When outdated things are forgotten, when events occur, Jason surveys human and mechanical variables of change and our culture.

Jason Kofke is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $1,500
Starting bid: $900

---

**Contrast**
mixed media
14” x 24”

**Jeremy Brown**

Inspired by love. Educated by heartache.
Jeremy Brown is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $700
Starting bid: $400
Happiness
mixed media on wood panel
18” x 44.25”
Wen Lin

Life is fortunate.
Wen Lin is represented by Kai Lin Art gallery in Atlanta, GA: 404 408 4248 www.KAILINART.com

Retail: $3,000
Starting bid: $1,800

Vertical Strie
Oil and metallic on canvas
24” x 24”
Rich Robinson

Piece comes with a signed certificate of authentication by Rich Robinson

Renowned guitarist, songwriter, and co-founder of seminal rock act The Black Crowes. The art reflects great use of texture and layering, in oil, gold leaf, bronze and metallic.

Retail Price: $2000
Starting Bid: $1200

Silver Sun
Oil and metallic on canvas
30” x 40”
Rich Robinson

Piece comes with a signed certificate of authentication by Rich Robinson

“With painting, it’s the color and textures that influence me. I layer on the paint and as the textures develop, the painting takes shape… it’s the feel of the paint, the feel of the brush in your hands, the smell of the paint and the depth of what I’m seeing.”

Retail Price: $3900
Starting Bid: $2400
Whoopie
Acrylic paint on wood panel
18” x 24”
Sydney Durkovich

After receiving a degree in Interior Design, Sydney realized all she wanted to do was paint. Her versatile style ranges from realism to abstract to pop with energetic heavy brush strokes and texture.

Retail Price: $300
Starting Bid: $180

Stacks
Acrylic paint on canvas
16” x 24”
Sydney Durkovich

Sydney is an artist from San Diego, CA. Stacks is a selection from a series that has a retro pop twist, another connection to the past and passion of hers. “Retro is just plain ‘cool’.”

Retail Price: $200
Starting Bid: $120

Newsstand
Photograph
40” x 60”
Douglas Stratton

This piece is a signed, first edition from a set of only eight.

Whatever the subject, Stratton’s intent is the same, capture the essence of his surroundings. Since a camera does not capture all the levels of light that the human eye can see, Stratton captures multiple levels of exposure in each photograph, reviving the dynamic range of light that gets lost in translation between man and machine.

Retail Price: $3000
Starting Bid: $1800
All That Jazz (13)
resin and oil on board
24"x24"
Judy Hintz Cox

Judy Hintz Cox’s wonderfully abstract paintings are a symphony in simplicity. Spare brush strokes work in tandem with Judy’s heavily textured canvases to create beautiful tone-on-tone paintings. She uses white oil paint, mixed with encaustic wax to add texture and the result is soft, serene but graphically complex with texture and dimension adding the wow factor.

Retail Price: $850
Starting Bid: $510

Figure #11 (14)
10” x 10”
Son of the Moon

From the mysterious and magical desert of Cohauhila. The beginning of his professional career was during his early childhood when he drew for the first time with his father. He spent many years traveling extensively. Travel gave him the unique opportunity to discover new cultures, observe the smallest of details, and expand his imagination in essence to create the right composition in every project. As an independent artist, his work surpasses the borders of graphic arts. His talent, his perseverance and his vision made him a truly Multifaceted Artist.

Retail Value: $500
Starting Bid: $350

Lohra (15)
Mixed Media on Paper
78”x 96”
Erika Hibbert

Erika Hibbert was born in Cape Town, South Africa. She obtained a BA (Fine Arts) in 1989 from the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, where she received the University Merit Award for Painting.
A 2003 recipient of the Ampersand Fellowship, Hibbert returned from her extended stay in Tribeca, New York, and continued to work in Johannesburg both on her own work and involved in various community art development projects. She moved to Gaborone (Botswana) in 2004. She currently lives and works in Atlanta, Georgia, United States.
Hibbert’s art takes many different forms of expression, including painting, collage, drawing and photography.

Starting Bid: $12,000
Adriana D'La Rotta was born in Colombia and is married to Albert Thumann. She is the daughter of Gabriel D'La Rotta, a Colombian poet and radio celebrity who was the owner of Miami based Jet24 Airlines. Adriana has a BS in Architect and a MBA from the University of Miami. After working for major corporations for 20 years, she decided to follow her passion: painting. She derives inspiration from Georgia O'Keefe, Van Gogh, Thomas Hooper and Frida Kahlo.

Retail Value $450
Starting Bid: $270

Brikena Boci

Brikena primarily works with repurposed fibers; she refers back to her childhood growing up in a communist country and not being exposed to many toys, as a child she had to make her own dolls using repurposed materials. Her work expands from hand made embroidery to soft sculpture, drawing, painting and installation. Her growing up in a territory that was under communist dictatorship, that underwent the fall of communism, political chaos, civil war, and that became the bridge for human trafficking inspires Brikenas’ work. Moving to another country, as an adult, and experiencing the life of an immigrant, issues of self-identity and adjustment, have added another layer to the thematic of her work. She hopes to address her personal experiences of war, human trafficking, social and political abuse, issues of self-identity and life as an immigrant to a larger global community.

Starting Bid: $20,000
Alone in Alaska  
Digital Photography on Luster Archival Paper - Framed  
24” x 16”

Albert Thumann

Albert Thumann is a leading authority on energy and the environment. He has authored more than 25 books on energy and has lectured around the world. His photographs, which capture nature’s unparalleled beauty, have been displayed at the offices of several local corporations. For the first time, his private collection of photographs is made available to the public.

Retail Price: $400  
Starting Bid: $240

Winter in Whitby, Yorkshire England  
Digital Photography on Luster Archival Paper – Frame  
30” x 24”

Gillian Duckett

Gillian Duckett is a qualified lecturer in photography and has established her own successful business, Gillian Duckett Photography, which specializes in corporate events and weddings. Today Gillian is also pursuing a passion for travel photography, which recently took her to South America. Gillian has recently been elected to the committee at the Likely Camera Society and is helping and encouraging young people to pursue this very diverse and rewarding pastime.

Retail Price: $450  
Starting Bid: $270

Thistle Taste Good  
Oil on Canvas  
24” x 36”

Jenny Buckner

Jenny Buckner, daughter of Dr. Robert J. Hawk (MD, Emory 1965) paints out of Waynesville, North Carolina. Jenny’s work “Timeless Pink III” owned by a local Atlanta collector, was recently featured in the March 2015 edition of International Artist Magazine as a winner of that magazine’s Florals and Gardens challenge. Jenny finds inspiration from prayer and rock and roll music. Her work includes landscapes, animals, portraits and most recently florals.

Starting Bid: $1,550
The Cuban American artist Reinaldo Vargas was born in Havana, Cuba on January 7, 1961. He graduated from the Academy of Arts San Alejandro, the oldest and most prestigious fine arts school in his country.

From 1981 to 1984 he taught drawing and design at art school in Nueva Gerona and additionally he was an art instructor at the Cultural Center of La Victoria (Cuba) where he worked with groups of children and young adults. Years later he worked for a cinematography company in Havana as a poster designer.

In 1993, he decided to immigrate Europe to expand his artistic ambitions. After four years living in Paris, France, Reinaldo decided to move to the United States. Currently, he resides in Atlanta.

Reinaldo`s early works was primarily figurative in nature. His more recent artwork is influenced by abstractionism, synthesized with imagery of mysticism and symbols of Santeria, an AfroCuban religion.

Starting Bid: $3000

---

*Retro Gris Tabula*

Acrylic paint on a pine wood table  
h: 25" w: 16" l: 16"  
*Sylvia Renee Bowyer*

Intending to retable the discussion of representing objects in three dimensional space, this table painting is appropriated from a synthetic cubist still life painted by the artist Juan Gris.

Starting bid: $350.00

---

*Harboring*

pencil on paper  
12"x20"  
*Liza Roger*

“There are all kinds of addicts, I guess. We all have pain. And we all look for ways to make the pain go away.” -Sherman Alexie

Starting Bid: $15
Cherish
charcoal on paper
16"x24"
Liza Roger

"All the suffering, stress, and addiction comes from not realizing you already are what you are looking for." - Jon Kabat-Zin

Starting bid: $15

Cutest Little Thing
charcoal and pen on paper
16"x24"
Liza Roger

Just a cute thing

Starting bid: $15

Names, not numbers
black and white photographs
50" x 50"
Maggie To

Being unwanted, unloved, uncared for, forgotten by everybody, I think that is a much greater hunger, a much greater poverty than the person who has nothing to eat." - Mother Teresa

Names & Faces at the Open Door Community -- Pictured include Gladys (top left), Douglas with Dr. Allen Dollar (top right), Eddie (bottom right), and Herman (bottom left). The Open Door is a residential community that serves homeless men and women, offering these humans a place for community -- a place they are known by name.

Starting Bid: $50
Naked As He Came
Graphite
14"x17"
Tessa Goetz

Inspired by the beauty, power, and sincerity of elephants.
Starting Bid: $25

EKG Vessel
Stoneware Vase
6"x2.5"
Sarah Horsley

I like to work with complex surface designs on both functional and decorative pottery. I use my background in drawing and painting to use the surface of clay as a dimensional canvas. Most of my work involves celebrating our attachment to places we love, including the flora and fauna found there, cityscapes and streetviews, and cultural motifs. For more information contact sarahhorsley122@gmail.com or visit www.etsy.com/shop/serahmics

Starting Bid: $14

Lady in Waiting
Pastel and Charcoal Sketch
18"x12"
Hee Jae Lee

Starting Bid: $20.00

Street Light
Acrylic on Canvas
16" x 20"
Brittany Higgins

My name is Britt Higgins. I received a bachelor degree in Fine Art from Flagler College in St. Augustine. I believe in expressing many emotions through my art.

Starting Bid: $60
*Portrait of Live Model*
Oil on Canvas
30” x 40”

**Brittany Higgins**

I love when people view my art and feel moved and touched. I also like them to perceive my art in any way they choose. All individuals are free to have their own opinion and I always appreciate those who are honest about how they feel.

Starting Bid: $125